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Postcards and the Making of Architectural History:
The Cases of Alvin Boyarsky and Rem Koolhaas
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This paper examines the construction of urban history through
collection of popular picture postcards and their appropriation
bq architectural culture. Official aichitectural histoq is seldom
rnade of postcards; rather, it builds upon artistic photograplip
and archival photographs as prime historical evidence. This
should come as no surprise. Learning from postcards takes the
writing of historq outside of traditional institutions. such as
museums or the academia, localizing the complex processes of
historical interpretation within a 'booster' medium accessible to
many audiences. I will argue here. that although popular
postcards resist privileging forrns of 'high architecture' visualizations, they still represent an actite form of uriting historj. a
complex process of picturing the urban past through careful
organization of images into coherent collections. I will examine
the postcard collection of Alvin Boyarsky (1928-1990). Chairman of the Architectural Association in London (1971-1990)
and popular picture postcards used by his pupil. Rem Koolhaas
in Delirious \ew Yorh. These tmo rases of postcard appropriation in architectural culture rexeal many axenues for the
construction of urban history by uncotering the citj's econonlic
foundations and suggesting some historical roles for architects
in interpreting such layers. B j traxeling between the two
collections. I would like to unto\ er the multiplicitj of interpretations of popular imager! a n d their potential for the construction and critical reinterpretation of architectural histoq.
A

A

POSTCARDS AS SIGHTS OF HISTORY
The emergence of tourism in the nineteenth century introduced
the concept of a time spent atza! fiom \\orlc and everyda! life
that is closelj related to t h e postcard as a medium for recording
site* of interest. Around t h e same time, the rieulq invented art
of photographq enabled mass reproduction of images used to
record various sitedsights-images that could easily be dropped
in tlie mail or pasted into scrapbooks. The art of the postcard

was fully defined in 1902 when regulations were changed to
allow messages and addresses to occupy one side of the card.
lealing the other side for a picture (Bo)arskp. 1996. page 11). It
is from this time that postcards and tourism form a tentathe
alliance. augmenting each other in an unusual sqrnbiosis based
o n inass production (postcards) and mass consumption (tourism). hot to be overlooked are also the roots of postcards in
fields other than tourism. In her book Plzotomontage. Dawn
Ades refeis to "patriotic postcards*' as t h e earliest examples of
(photo) montage. a uniquelj modern medium baaed on the use
of shocking and sorneti~nescontrasting images displaced f r o ~ n
their original context (4des. 1976. page 7 ) . These earlj
postcards. produced mostly in Europe at t h e beginning of the
twentieth century. collapsed images of liings. national flags. and
famous buildings into a single medium. Through the representation of national or regional symbols. postcards contributed to
t h e process of city. region or nation branding. By displa!ing
regional pride and local particularities. postcards also established a link bet~zeen regional identity and tourism. which
h e a d ! relied on the authenticit) of a site. In his book The
Tounst: A I ~ z cTheory
'
of the Leisure Class. Dan RiIacCannell
writes:
In the establishment of modern society, the inditidual act
of sightseeing is probabl) less important than the cerernoriial ratification of authentic attractions as objects of
ultimate ~ a l u e . a ratification at once caused b j and
resulting in gathering of tourists around an attraction and
measurable to a certain degree b j the time and distance
the tourists travel to reach it. The actual act of co~nmunion
between tourist and attraction is less important than the
image oi the Idea of societj that tlie collective act
generates. (VacCannell. 1999. pages 1 4 - 15)
Furthermore. U l t e Crang writes that * - K e ma) perhaps note
h o u the practices of picturing become more i~nportantthan the
qualities of the object itself' (Crang. 1996. page 438). 4s a
contrihution to the nineteenth centurj process of nation
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building. postcaid. disseminated images that relied or] the
identity of a particular site. These postcards were careful
assemblies oi images of places. heroic infrastructural projects.
famous people o~ animals. Earl! postcards of S\\itzerland. for
example. displaj pastoral irnageq of a countqside with
recognizable Alpine landscape in the bacLground and fdlmers
\\it11 their cous in the foreground (Bo!arskq, 1996. page 11).
Khile t h e representation of Swiss landscape conforms to the
figural representation of an actual site. the images of cows
represent a more complex metaphor. a dialectic of nature
embodied in a colr-site (milk production) a n d a cou-sight
(national sqmbol). Milie Crang defines a process of transition
from site to sight as a transformation of urban imagery in ~ h i c h
the site itself becomes less important while the image (sight) of
that location becomes an historical construct through which we
perceive that historj (Crang. 1996. page 439). This domination
of images is in part based on postcards and their ability to
transcend the actual processes that are taking place in a
particular site into a representation of places and processes in it.

THEORIZING COLLECTIONS
Popular imager! of the postcard is not a medium ~ i t ha
universally accepted meaning. It is a medium that p r o ~ i d e s
subjective evidence of history - through the creation of a
culturally fluid space read) to be appropriated - a space nhose
ideological meaning is onlj acquired through its reading and
dissemination. 4s a result. postcards can mean different things
to different readers. supporting and illustrating different arguments leading to different conclusions \+ithin different cultural
contexts. T h e first step in theorizing postcards is t h e process of
their collection. Collecting here should not be mistaken for the
process of apparently objective historical evidence. The collecting of postcards is both a conscious and a n unconscious
h
cultural identity and personal
process. through ~ ~ h i cone"s
preferences are constructed and relealed. From there. a reinterpretation of histoq is constructed through externalization
of those preferences. albeit within another kind of historical
time. I n her book On Loitgng, Susan Stewart writes:
T h e collection seeks a form of self-enclosure. \thich is
possible because of its ahistoricism. The collection replaces histol? with classification. with order beyond the
realm of temporalit!. In the collection. time is not
something to be restored to an origin: rather. all time is
made sinlultaneous or synchronous with the collection's
world. (Stevart. 1993. page 151)
The (re)construction of history as a new constellation of
tinie/space (Benjamin. 1969. page 225) is only one of the
processes that take place in the collection. The other processes
include fetishization. the pleasure of possessing a n object that is
dependent upon others. and displacement. the remol ing of the
objects of the collection from its original context a n d use Ialue.

Postcard collections remole objects from their original context
of consuiner tourism into a \\orld of s u l ~ j r c t i ~spatial
e
and
temporal narrati\e. replacing exeryda! consumption vith the
production of historq.
The collector abstlacts r~ei!daj procewes first thlough the
miniatui e read! -made format of postcards. and secondly
through the de- and re-contextualizing processes of neu libual.
spatial and temporal relationships of the collection as a \\hole.
This reduces the complexities of the worlds around us - t h e
public. the prilate. t h e architectural. the urban. the political.
the economic - into a single two-dimensional sight. Finally.
collections acquire their value only if compared to other
collections and others' desires to possess things. Comparing
collections to other collections is what generates their kalue.
This value is in part economic, rational. measurable. and
institutionalized through the art and antique market; but it is
also derived from t h e less measurable world of personal
fantasies. The collection therefore has a double function,
extending the idea of value. or use value even. into a much
more subjecthe world of desires. Traditional collections are
privatized norlds based on desires to possess things and to
enclose them (and close them. so to speak) within the privacy of
a domestic environment. This closeness and enclosure overshadows the use value of the object. especiallj in the case of
inexpensive e ~ e r y d a jobjects. such as postcards or souvenirs.
h o t to be overlooked here is the fact the appropriation of
postcards comes after t h e act of their collection. Unlike the
single postcard. postcard collections represent a privatized view
of a n individual subject. If later externalized into the world of
architectural culture. t h e appropriation process changes the
\slue of the collection yet again. Authenticating- distant
traveling experiences, vintage postcards are also souvenirs that
shockingly "discredit t h e present" (Stewart. 1993. page 139).
They embody an idea of a different past, something forgotten
and more intimate: something to \\hich we compare our
alienated present.
This critique of the present condition represents the beginning
of Bojarsky's appropriation of postcards. Rem Koolhaas's
appropriation of postcards also departs from a similar point,
aimed at discrediting t h e present. Although using different
strategies of appropriation. and ultimately different goals. both
authors recognize t h e postcard as a ~ a l u e d site for t h e
construction and circulation of popular meanings of the built
environment. transforming it into professionally signdying
evidence.

THE BOYARSKY COLLECTIOK
-21vin Bo!arslt!"s postcard collection was developed oker a long
period of time. and centered on the collector^s passion for
postcards and collecting. Bought at airports. antique stores. a n d
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bool\stores. the Bo!arslij postcards are stored in c e l e r ~ lboxes
in the domestic en\ironment 01 the Bo!arslt! home in London.
Most of them are lintage postcards. but some are 1960's and
1970's postcards of large infrastructural networhs. 111 in Bojarshq collected and disseminated lintage industrial postcards of
Chicago. I o ~ a Oltlahoma.
.
a n d other regions in the LS. Most of
them represent the heroic imager! of the industrial revolution:
grain elelators. slaughterhouses. bridges and canals. airports.
etc. Such industrial and agricultural imagery uas \+ell depicted
in the writings of other scholars and practitioners - most
notabl? Siegfried Giedion i n Wechanixtion Tah-rs Command
and ~k Corbusier in Towards a
Architecture. Similar to
popular postcards. such industrial imagery originated in fields
other than architecture, leaving endless possibilities for its
architectural (re)presentation and interpretation. Alvin Boyarsky collected postcards systematically and made conscious
decisions about \+hattypes of postcards were appropriate for the
collection. Like Giedion before him. Boyarskj was particularly
interested in those postcards that represented anonymous and
unrecognized histories. An absence of any kind of high art or
high architecture objects is therefore evident in his collection.
There are no postcards of heroic buildings designed b j master
architects. Instead. the collection is mostly composed of
nineteenth century and twenty century postcards of Chicago
representing the city's most famous sites of labor. such as grain
elexators. steel mills, slaughterhouses. highways. arid airports.
Figure 1 represents a 1964 postcard of the South Side of
Chicago. with the city depicted in a frontal perspecthe lie\\.
&hat is interesting here is that the only thing we see is an
endless 19th century landscape of Lnion Stock Yards. with
blocks of fenced cattle framed by the elevated train. The early
postcards of Chicago stockyards are therefore very sincere in
their depiction of the South Side of the city, showing endless
bloclts of cattle in the dark landscape of the stockyards. The
stockyards are seen as a site of labor that transcends into a sight
of Chicago. a sight that immigrant ~ o r l t e r scould use to send
messages to their countries of origin and invite even more
workers to join them. Housing and social spaces of workers
were normally. adjacent to t h e sites of their labor. so that in a
waj these images represented t h e world they lived in. Furthermore. in these depictions Chicago \+as seen as a symbol of
change and progress - a Benjanlinian "-wish-image" mhich
stood in sharp contrast to the pre-industrial past. \ ery soon this
comfort t$ith change ~uouldbe questioned and Chicago would
become the site of major political unrests of the nineteenth
centurj. The fear of change spread from the production line to
the social spaces of the city. in turn impacting the representation of the city: the images of sites of labor \+ere abandoned.
But. it was not onlj the representation that posed a threat;
uorlterb' pubs ~ e i remo\ed
e
from those corner* close to the
factoiie~in order to pre\ ent workers from gathering. striking or
rioting. By collecting these images of labor and production,
Bo!arslt! wanted to act as a social critic and was well aware that
the postcard itself does not (or cannot directl?) speah of these
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conflict^. In hi* ebsaj Chicago a la Carte, h e therefore decided
to juxtapose postcards of stoclqards ~ i t himage* of 1960s
political riots.
Through hie collection. Bo!arslq- acted both a s a tourist and as
an architectural critic. Through
- his interest in industrial
imager) he extended Siegfried Giedieon"~a n d Frederick L.
Olmsted's tradition of touring industrial sights and appropriating them for architectural discourse. These architectural
tourists were conscious about the potential of a ne\\ (industrial)
\ ~ o r l dthat Mas being born right before their eyes: a world \+here
humankind Tias being fully drawn into t h e industrial race of
producing ever more commodities. with ever growing speed and
efficiency. In his book. ,Iature's Iletropolzs: Chicago and the
Great West. 1 illiam Cronon writes:
'Great as this wonderful city is in everything.' wrote a
British tra~eler,'it seems that the first place among its
strong points must be given to the celeritj a n d compreliensiveness of the Chicago style of killing hogs.' A \ex$
Zealand tourist told of having s h o ~ + ann American isi it or
o n e of his nation's great natural ~sonders.t h e geysers at
Rotorua. onlj to ha\e the American. unimpressed. remarli.
.Well. I guess. stranger. you would reckon it a grander sight
to see a man standing to his uaist in blood sticking pigs.
We do that in my country.' Although t h e Kew Zealander
h a d been taken aback b j this remarli. which appeared 'at
t h e time a leap from the sublime to t h e ridiculous. 'he
decided after final17 ~ i s i t i n gthe Chicago stockpards for
himself that the imerican 'was quite right. It \+as a
wonderful sight, and almost true to the letter." (Cronon,
1991. page 208)
Boyarsli! was thus not the only one who saw these images as
beautiful. The shoclting depictions of slaughter seemed to have
pleased multiple audiences - from e\ erydaj tourists to architectural tourists. \ intage postcards of Chicago depicting Lnion
Stock Yards Mere produced in the era of modern excitement
with progress. the production line. and new sites of labor.
Chicago was a site of numerous technological inventions. and
many postcards displayed such intentions with great pride.
Another postcard from Boyarslry's collection represents a hogkilling dexice used in the slaughterhouses of t h e South Side of
~ h i c a i o(figure 4). Khat is &resting here is that the on14
reference to the site i* the M ord '"Chicago."' while t h e location of
t h e stockyards as a site of labor is full! abstracted into a sight of
mechanized animal death. Boyarslq. like many other scholars.
saw a great potential in these images of industrial realit! - a
potential for an ideological offensive. 1 hile Giedion aimed at a
mass audience and its conlersion to modern architt.cture.
Boparslq mas more concerned \+iththe crisis of modernism and
its failed social ideals.
Although the shocking potential of such images of slaughter is
unquestionalde. for Bojarsky their social potential was still vei?
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eab. These postcaidb do not ha1 e the impact of Y IX centun
a c t i ~ i s tdocumentar! photographj. such as the uorli of Jar011
Riis in Hoit t h e Othrl HavLzr es: Studzes among the Tenements
of \el( k h r k . m it11 the latter's images
of slums and congested
cities. it was eas! to openlj aigue for public health. urban
regulations. a n d social reform in the modern metropolis. 4mare
of this \\ealmess in postcards. Bo~arsli! disse~ninatedelements
of his collection in juitaposition \\it11 iinagea of social riots and
ne\+spaper clips froni the Chicago Tribune announcing the
construction of the Sears Tower and casualties at political riots
on the same page (Boyarslq. 1996. pages 46 - 48).
\t

T h e historical nlonlerit in which Alvin Bojarsky's published his
essay Chicago a la Carte (1970) was quite different from that of
Giedion's Mechanization Takes Command and in many- wavs
.
represented a very turbulent time in Chicago's architectural and
political history. Qorking in Chicago in the late 1960s,
Bojarsky felt isolated and squeezed in-between two poles political riots and the civil rights movement on the o n e hand
and the world of the architectural d i t e on the other hand.
Resorting t o the heroic imageiy of industrial revolution
depicted in Chicago postcards. Boyarsky tried to revive some of
the original social ideals of the modern moaement. His use of
popular postcards can be read as an opposition to t h e official
architectural image? of high art photograph!. so well exemplified by the work of the famous Chicago firm Hedrich-Blessing.
4 passionate participant of the sit ins for Cambodia a n d actixe
participant of the political debate of the 1960s, Boyarslij
created a n architectural histoiy of Chicago based on postcards.
an history of labor and politics. denjing the autonomy of
architectural profession and defying the abstraction of labor
processes a n d its separation from the production of urban
spaces.

THE KOOLHMS COLLECTIOh
Rem I<oolhaas. a pupil of Ahin Boyarslq at the Architectural
Association, also published postcards. particularly vintage
postcards of Cone! Island, in his influential manifesto Del7rious
Llew kork. Koolhaas was \+ell aware of his teacher's use of
postcards in Chzcago a la Carte. However. unlike Boyars1q"s
images of large infrastructural ~ t o r k s ,Koolhaas"~'collection"
focused on t h e entertainment indust? of Cone! Island. His
book begins, somevhat disingenuously. uith a claim that
Manhattan is a mountain range of evidence. and that unlike
other manifestos. D~lzrious h r Eork is not based on grand
claims \+ithout proper evidence (Iioolhaas. 1994. page 9).
Koolhaas did not aclinowledge that the mere act of collection of
evidence must be recognized as a theoretical discourse - as a
l + a j of theorizing through selection and appropriation - and
that the Cone! Island postcards published in Delirious let(
l o r k cannot be read as innocent images: rather. the1 are
communicative attempts at re-creating architectural h i s t o n . In
this regard. t h e booL is \ e similar
~
to Bojarsky's Chicago a la

Carte. as it re-nrites then current perceptions of histor) through
selectil e publication of data and prolocatil r juxtapositions and
montages of popular images.
Lilie Bojarskj before hiin. Iioolhaas was interested in conteniporarj conditions as \+ell as the crisis of ~noderriarchitecture.
I nlilir Bo~arbli!. he shifted awaj froin social criticism and
seemed more interested in the use \ d u e of buildings. An
interesting pairing of postcards published in t h e book is that of
Conej Island Luna Park (figure 5. fromI<oolhaas. 1994. page
40). The first postcard shows the amusement infrastructure of
Luna Park in daylight. '-A pathetic dimension. an aura of
cheapness" observes Koolhaas. For him. Luna Park in daylight
offered little excitement. T h e other postcard. published on the
same page, represented Luna Park at night. Koolhaas writes:
For the price of one. Thompson has created two distinct
cities. each with its own character. its own life. its OMTI
inhabitants. Nov. the city itself. is to be l i ~ e din shifts: the
electric cit!. phantom offspring of the ""real" city. is an
e\en more po\+erful instrument for the fulfillment of
fantasy. (Koolhaas, 1994. page 42)
Lilie Bojarskj. Koolhaas used the pairing of images and
opposing sights to build a n argument. thus reinforcing the idea
that an image and a collection acquire meaning through
comparison with other objects. But unlike Boyarslq. who
juxtaposed postcards to newspaper clips and photos of political
riots. Iioolhaas juxtaposed t\+o postcards from similar cultural
contexts. thus presenting t h e postcard as a socially unproblematic medium. In Koolhaas's work the postcards (and architecture) of Coney Island acquired meaning through the introduction of the effects of electricity and the phantasmagoric
representation of the entertainment industrv. Disinterested in
social conflicts. h e focused on the failure of architectural
objects froni a less critical point of view. recognizing instead a
potential for architecture to be fed by the fantastic creations of
the entertainment industry and ultimately global market
phenomena of late capitalism. Like Boyarsky. his use of
postcards was based on t h e revalorization of past and present
through taking popular imagerj and turning it into something
valued as an historic evidence. Iioolhaas's historical context
was different to the one in which Boyarslq developed as a critic.
4 global shift frorn manufacturing technologies to information
and entertainment industries \+a. taking place, dominating
architectural discourse of t h e eighties and nineties. Using
similar historical evidence as Boyarsky. he created a v e q
ditierent subjecthe history of those industries. and a manifesto
for his o u n architecture in t h e making. Iioolhaas turned to the
realities of capitalist production when he urote:
If tliis infrastructure supports a largelj cardboard realitj.
that is exactly the point. Luna Park is the first manifestation of a curse that is to haunt the architectural profession
for the rest of its life, the formula: technolog! + cardboard
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(or an, other flirris! material) = realitj. ( I u d h a a s R. 1994.
page 4%)
I\oolhaas displa!ed his typical interest in tlie '.dangerous"'
situations of the el erjda! leisure capitalism. mfluenced b j his
teacher Bo!arshj (Koolhaas, 1996, page 85). In this \%aj he
continued tlie rnodern tradition of architectural tourism and its
quest for neu and sliocbing sites from \thich architects can
appropriate neu ideas. Lilie Giedion and Olmsted before him.
I<oolhaas was a selecthe tourist. motivated by his ideological
agenda. though a different one t h a n Bolarslty*~.Denjing the
beauty of the aichitectural object of high modernism. he
searched for examples in everyday that could de-stabilize
perceived notions of good architecture and high culture. But
unlike earlj modernists. h e did n o t 1001' at (then and non)
traditional industrial culture. but went further. to look for
precedents in ne\% technologies - mostl! the entertainment,
communication, and fashion industries. Although,
- in a may, the
entertainment industry of Coney Island or a healthy exercise
industry that he described could b e seen as a contemporary
equivalent of the nineteenth century meat packing industry and
its fascination with industrially produced food, Koolhaas did
not take up a critical political stance like Boyarslq.

CONCLUSION
The two postcard collections discussed in this essay organize
the history o f t h e cit!~in their own respective ways. In doing so:
they use similar patterns of appropriation. First, industrial and
everyday imagery is invested retroactively with new significance; it is revalorized and aestheticized. Second, in both
collections postcards derive meaning from the discourse around
them. not by the sole fact that they represent a certain sight
with a universally accepted meaning. The appropriation of
popular imagery offers multiple readings and re-readings.
providing critics with the possibility to malie conscious decisions about the use value of their collections. Third, the
repetition of similar postcards, carefully selected, leads to
transformation of sites into sights: thus turning a city into a
museum based on a historical documentary structured around
tours and sightseeing. Finally, the differences between the two
collections are important; the presence of a social agenda in the
case of Boyarsliy and the shift away from that agenda in the
case of Koolhaas must both be recognized. The transition frorn
Boyarsky's social activism to Koolhaas' interest in the realities
of' consumer capitalism, speaks of a much larger shift-a
process of intentional erasure and abstraction of labor processes
in favor of products that conceal any evidence of their own
malting.
This transition is also elident in recent images associated with
koolhaas's \\orb. \\hich acquire the characteristics of postcards.
mainh through the form of e-cards, \$eb sites. arid sights. The
opening ceremony for 0hIA"s hIcCorrnic1~Tribune Campus
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Center is advertised on tlie Illinoia Institute of Techno102 ueb
site (figure 3). The images of the neu building are comple~neiited uith photographs of Reni Koolhaas next to Mayor Richard
Dalej. Lnlilie the lintage postcard fiom the Bojarskj collection - full of blood. flesh and labor - this contemporary image
is a slick representation of a clean-cut tit\ full of beautilul
architecture and inliting landscapes: a city based on a
postindustrial economy and sights that can easily b e read as an
open-air museum.
The images of the Student Center. blended with beautified
landscape of the Chicago South Side IIT campus, u s e the same
xiews as t h e kintage postcards of the stocliyards. I n contrast to
their historical predecessors. they s h o ~a politicallj and
economically neutral landscape, made of buildings and trees
(Figure 2). 1ithout Boyarslty's strategies of juxtaposition to
shocking political imageq. this beautified image of the cit!
hides all t h e complexit) of the contemporaq social and power
structure - mainly the issues of labor, race a n d immigration
that still dominate the South Side of Chicago. Koolhaas
referred t o Cone) Island as a -'cardboard reality" and here.
surfing
- t h e IIT Campus Center web site. Me cannot but wondei
whether t h e entire contemporary citj is transforming into a
cardboard museum? If a museum is a site where history is the
passive object of contemplation and mythical continuit!.
thenKoolhaas' Chicago and many other contemporary cities
could easily fit into this category. The city-as-museum offers the
hope that "great" architecture is still possible. despite and
within t h e mass media context of a popular mass culture:
furthermore, contemporary postcards and web sites displaj a
need for t h e assurance and comfort. as well as t h e economic
benefits of a tip-as-museum - a city of great buildings, brand
architects a n d high art - serving and served by t h e tourist and
entertainment industq. The citj-as-museum cannot recognize
social tensions. other than perhaps as narrati~izedfor contemplatixe consumption only. Acthist social change at t h e very best
belongs behind the scenes.
Although traditional postcards and more recent e-cards offer
many possibilities for re-reading urban history. they also
embody t h e crisis of our time - one that does not aclaowledge
the existence of social conflict. cultural aiolence. a n d unequal
global access to pomer and resources. These images are marked
not only by %hat the! represent. but also by what is missed and
concealed. 1 hether in popular picture postcards o r on official
websites, sights of contemporaq labor are still present. at the
same time the\ successfull~obscure and conceal social conflicts
and power structure. in contemporaq cities. Lilie t h e postcards
of Coney Island that re\ o h e around entertainment and uselalue based on profit. I\oolhaas's e-cards revolve around
adlertisements of educational henefits of (and commodified
urban tourism based on) famous buildings. It is a paradox that
an image of architecture is used as a sjmbol of change: the
McCormicli Tribune Campus Center embodies a n idea of a riel\
urban campus. safe. beautiful and different. Although nothing
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has reall! changed-neither in the terms of a lTni\ ersit! structure
nor in the terms of the rieigllborhood in ~ l l i c hit is situated-the
image of a new building i* seen as a representation of a n e u and
'.better" urhan order.
Ne~ertheless.traditional postcards and more recent11 e-cards
offei man! possibilities for re-reading urban histor?. A critical
reading of the city throt~ghpostcards is still possible. Boqarsk!'~
s t r a t e 3 of juxtaposition and montage using postcards and other
sources of imagery tells the history of and brings to visibility
urban ghosts a n d shadows (Crang. 1996. page 447) - a history
of social conflict that moles beyond the traditional vision of
modernit! based solel! on economical and technological
progress.

ILLUSTRATIOKS

Fig. 1. Postcard-Tlzr Chicupo Sloth. Yards. Ijenrer P~PSS
1964.
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Fig. 3. Tlze operzinp of the ZlcCornzick TriOur~c,Campus Center: R r m
Loolhnas (fisrt ,fr-om 1$) and N ~ I Y JRichol~
Doley (third ,from Ieji).
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Fig. 4. Postcwd-hion Stock Yards. Chicago. Illinois.

Fig. .5. L7rnri Park Skvlinr /IT- dcq. a n d 1;v night. ,from Koolhac~s R. 199-1
Delirious .\PI(, Eork (Thr 3lonacelli Press. Xrv York).
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